The stability of various factorizations of self-adjoint rational matrix functions and matrix polynomials, as well as of hermitian solutions of symmetric matrix algebraic Riccati equations, is studied. In the first part of this paper results on stability of certain classes of invariant subspaces of a matrix which is self-adjoint in an indefinite inner product were obtained. These results serve as the main tools in the investigation.
many topics, among them factorizations of self-adjoint rational matrix functions and hermitian solutions of a symmetric algebraic Riccati equation.
In this paper we study the stability of various factorizations of rational matrix functions and matrix polynomials which take hermitian values on the real axis, as well as the stability of hermitian solutions of the Riccati equation. It turns out that these stability problems are intimately connected with the stability of A-invariant subspaces which are maximal H-nonnegative or hypermaximal H-neutral. Recall that a subspace M is H-nonnegative (H-nonpositive) if (Hx, x) 3 0 ((Hx, x) < 0) for all x E M; a subspace M is hypermaximul H-neutral if HM = M I. We remark that an A-invariant maximal H-nonnegative (or H-nonpositive) subspace exists always (Pontryagin's theorem); this is not true for hypermaximal H-neutral subspaces. The stability of these (and other) classes of subspaces has been studied in [27] , and the results obtained there form a basis for the present paper, which is a continuation of [27] . We shall now indicate these connections in more detail.
Let W(A) be a rational n X n matrix function (with complex entries) with W(h) = W(X)* for all real A which are not poles of W(h) [it will be also assumed that W(co) = I]. Rational matrix functions are one of the main tools in the analysis of linear systems, where they appear as transfer functions (see any book on linear systems theory, e.g., [5] ). The additional property of being hermitian on the real line reflects an important physical characteristic of linear systems known as reciprocity (see [2] ). Cascade decompositions of the linear system with the transfer function W(h) can be described mathematically as factorizations of W(A); among them, minimal factorinations of W(A) (see Section 2.1 for the definition) are especially important and have been studied extensively in [3] . Let
W(A)=Z,+C(AZ,-A)-% (0.1)
be a minimal realization for W(A) [so m is the minimal size of a matrix A for which a representation of the type (0.1) holds]; here I, is the n X n unit matrix. It turns out (see [25] ) that the matrices A and A -BC are H-selfadjoint for some H, and to any pair of subspaces M and N, where M is A-invariant maximal H-nonnegative and N is (A -BC)-invariant maximal H-nonpositive, there corresponds a unique minimal factorization W(A) =W, (QW, (V (0.2) of W(X). We call minimal factorizations obtained in this way special. A special factorization (0.2) is called stable if any rational matrix function W(X) sufficiently close to W(X), and with W(X) = (W(A))* for real A where W(X) is defined, admits a special factorization W(h) = Wi(A)Wz(h) with factors Wi(h) and J&(h) as close as we wish to W,(X) and W,(h), respec-tively. Closeness of rational matrix functions is understood in terms of closeness of their minimal realizations. Using the results on the stability of A-invariant maximal H-nonnegative subspaces obtained in [27] , we give a criterion for the stability of special factorizations (0.2) in terms of the partial pole and zero multiplicities of W(X) and its factors W,(A) and W,(X) (Theorem 2.2) .
From the computational point of view a stronger notion of stability (called Lipschitz stability) is also important. It is obtained if in the above definition of stability one requires, roughly speaking, that the magnitude of the closeness of W(A) and W(h) is the same as that of ?$(A) and W(h), i = 1,2. We give a criterion for Lipschitz stability of special factorizations (Theorem 2.3), which shows, in particular, that a Lipschitz stable special factorization is always spectral.
An important class of special factorizations which appears in many applications (see, e.g., [l] where the rational matrix function W(h) is nonnegative on the real line, i.e., 0 < (W(A)x, x) < 00 for all A E R and x E C". In this case the A-invariant [(A -X)-invariant] subspace M [N] corresponding to this factorization is in fact hypermaximal H-neutral (see [25] ). Using the results on stability of A-invariant hypermaximal H-neutral subspaces proved in [27] , we give criteria for the stability and Lipschitz stability of factorizations (0.3) (Theorems 2.5 and 2.9).
Consider now matrix polynomials with n x n matrix coefficients A j = A:, j = 0,. . . , I -1. Such polynomials have attracted much attention recently (see, e.g., [24, 12, 13, 14] ); in case I= 2 they play an important role in the theory of vibrating systems (see [22] ). The companion matrix C, of the polynomial (0.4) is B,-self-adjoint, where
A, . '
A I 1-l
O_
Moreover (see Part III in [14] ) every CL-invariant maximal B,-nonpositive subspace gives rise to a factorization of L(h), where Mi( X) are manic matrix polynomials. We obtain sufficient conditions for the stability of factorizations of the type (0.5) (also called special) in terms of the partial multiplicities of zeros of L(A) and its factors M,(A) and M,(A) (Theorem 3.2) . We remark that special factorizations of a quadratic polynomial with hermitian coefficients have been used to study such polynomials (see the basic paper [20] ). For nonnegative matrix polynomials L(h) a sufficient condition for stability of factorizations of the type
with a manic matrix polynomial M(h) is given as well (Theorem 3.3). Note that factorizations (0.6) are special, and the corresponding CL-invariant subspace is hypermaximal BL-neutral. Finally, we present a sufficient condition for stability of factorizations of self-adjoint polynomials with constant signature (Theorem 3.5).
We remark that the approach to studying the stability of factorizations of general rational matrix functions and matrix polynomials via the stability of the corresponding invariant subspaces was used in recent works (see [3] ; Chapters 7, 8 in [4] ; Chapter 5 in [14] ) and proved to be useful.
We pass now to the symmetric algebraic matrix Riccati equation
where A,, Da, C, = CO* are n X n complex matrices, the matrix De is nonnegative definite, and the pair (A,, D,) is controllable, i.e. rank [Da, A,%..., A",-lD,] = n. Equation (0.7) is important in solving optimal control problems in linear systems with quadratic cost functional (see, e.g. [2] ), and has been studied extensively in the literature (see, e.g. [23, 31, 321 and references there). It turns out (see 19, 231) that there is a one-to-one correspondence between hermitian solutions hypermaximal H-neutral subspaces M, where
and A-invariant (we assume H is invertible; then A is H-self-adjoint). This correspondence is given by the formula (0.8)
A hermitian solution X of (0.7) is called stable if every equation of the type (0.7) which admits a hermitian solution, and whose coefficients are sufficiently close to the coefficients of (0.7), has a hermitian solution as close as we wish to X. Using the correspondence (0.8) and the results from [27] on the stability of A-invariant hypermaximal H-neutral subspaces, we describe stable hermitian solutions of (0.7) (Theorem 4.4). In particular, stable hermitian solutions are exactly those which are isolated in the set of all hermitian solutions of (0.7). We deal also with stability of special solutions X of (0.7) i.e. such that the matrix (X* -X)(A, + DaX) is nonpositive definite (Theorem 4.12). Special solutions (in contrast with the hermitian ones) exist always and are in one-to-one correspondence with A-invariant maximal H-nonpositive subspaces.
The paper consists of four sections. For the reader's convenience we state the main results from [27] , which are used extensively throughout the paper, in a concise form in the Section 1. The Sections 2 and 3 are devoted to the stability of factorizations of rational matrix functions and matrix polynomials, respectively, which are hermitian on the real line. Finally, in Section 4 we deal with stability of hermitian and special solutions of the Riccati equation.
Let us agree on some notation. For an m X n matrix X, denote Im X = {Xx]xEC"}CCm,
KerX={xEC"]Xx=O}.Thenormof Xis where the norm (1 y (1 of a vector y E @ n is euclidean. For a square n X n matrix X, we denote by Rh( X ) = Ker (hl -X )" the root subspace of X corresponding to the eigenvalue X E a(X). The restriction of X to its invariant subspace M is denoted Xl,. A direct sum of two subspaces M, N E C" is denoted M i N. The notation diag(Z,, . . . , Z,) stands for the block diagonal matrix with blocks Z,, . . . , Z, along the main diagonal.
1. PRELIMINARIES
H-Self-Adjoint
Matrices and the Sign Characteristic Let A be H-self-adjoint. An important characteristic of the pair (A, H) is its sign characteristic, which prescribes a sign + 1 or -1 for each Jordan block with real eigenvalue (if any) in the Jordan normal form of A, in a unique way up to permutation of signs corresponding to equal blocks.
We shall describe the sign characteristic of (A, H) in terms of the zeros of the equation det(p -(XH -HA)) = 0 (see Chapter S.5 in [14] and [12, 13, 151 for more detail). The zeros of this equation are called the proper values of the linear bundle XH -HA; they are functions of X. As A is H-self-adjoint, for every real h the matrix XH -HA is hermitian. Moreover, XH -HA admits the following representation (Theorem S.6.3) in [14]):
where pi(h), i = l,..., n, are real valued functions which are analytic in the real variable A, and U(h), A E Iw, is an n X n unitary matrix depending analytically on the real variable h. (A local version of this result is known as Rellich's theorem; see [28] .) Clearly pr(h), ,. . , p,(h) in ( (uj(X) = (A -hi)""Vij(h) where vi j( h i) # 0 and is real. Then the nonzero numbers among mil, . . . , mi, are the partial multiplicities of A associated with hi, and the sign of the nonzero real number vij(Xi) (f or mij z 0) is the sign attached to the partial multiplicity mij associated with hi in the sign characteristic of (A, H).
Stability of Invariant Subspaces with Respect to Indefinite Inner Products
In this subsection we recall some results from [27] . We take the gap between the subspaces M and N in C" as a natural measure of distance:
where PIM ( PN) is the orthogonal projection onto M (N). The gap is a metric on the set of all subspaces in C", and makes this set into a complete compact metric space with exactly n + 1 connected components, and each connected component consists of all subspaces of fixed dimension. (3) qe",+ is the set of all pairs (A, H) in %Y!, for which all the partial multiplicities of A corresponding to real eigenvalues are even, and the signs in the sign characteristic of (A, H) are all + 1. The set Xe + (A, H) will be equal to Xh(A, H) for (A, H) E Wee,,. To describe the ( Fi, T )-stable subspaces we need the following notion. A pair (A, H), where A is H-self-adjoint, is said to satisfy the sign condition if for every real eigenvalue A, of A (if any) the signs in the sign characteristic of (A, H) corresponding to even partial multiplicities of A at X, are all equal, and the signs corresponding to the odd partial multiplicities of A at X, are also all equal.
The following description of (Vi, T>stable subspaces is taken from [27] . Evidently, a Lipschitz (%?, X)-stable subspace is (%, X)-stable. The converse is not true in general. For the classes (%', 2) we are interested in the following description of Lipschitz (U, Y)-stable subspaces was obtained in v71. 
STABILITY OF FACTORIZATIONS OF SELF-ADJOINT RATIONAL MATRIX FUNCTIONS

Minimal Factorizations
We recall first some notions and known results concerning rational matrix functions (i.e. matrices whose entries are rational functions of the complex variable h) and their minimal factorizations. Everywhere in this section it will be assumed that the rational matrix functions we deal with have square size and value Z at infinity. (Using a linear fractional transformation on h, the case of rational matrix functions with determinant not identically zero can easily be reduced to this case.)
Let W(A) be an n X n rational function. A triple of matrices (A, B, C), where A is an m X m matrix, C is and n X m matrix, and B is an m X n matrix, is called a minimal node for W(X) if Consider now a rational matrix function W(A) which is self-adjoint on the real line, i.e., W(A) = W(A)* for all real X where W(X) is defined. In this case a minimal node 8 = (A, B, C) for W(A) has the property that the matrices A def and Ax =A -BC are H-self-adjoint, where H is an invertible hermitian matrix uniquely defined by 0 (see [25] ). In fact, N is the unique similarity matrix between the minimal nodes B and 8* = (A* The similarity matrix H between the minimal nodes 8 and 8* will be denoted H( 8).
In general, not every rational matrix function admits a nontrivial minimal factorization. However, this is always the case if the rational matrix function is self-adjoint. More exactly, the following result holds [25, Theorem 3.31 . 
2.2.
Stability of Special Minimal Factorizations Let W = W,W, be a minimal factorization of a self-adjoint rational matrix function W, with the corresponding supporting projection 7r for a minimal node f3 = (A, B, C) of W. This factorization will be called special if Im r is maximal H( e)-nonpositive, and Ker ~7 is maximal H(B>nonnegative. This definition does not depend on the choice of 8, i.e., being special is a property of the minimal factorization itself. Indeed, let 8' = (A', B', C') be another minimal node of W. As a minimal node is unique up to similarity, there exists an invertible S such that
A = SS'A'S, B = S-'B' s = C'S,
Equation (2.2) shows that the supporting projection 71' for the minimal node 0' which corresponds to the same factorization W = W,W, is equal to SaS i, so Im 7~'= S(Imr), Kern'= S(Kera). Now the similarity between the nodes 0' and (e')* is H(e')= S*-'H(B)SY'. H ence the subspace Ima is maximal H(8)-nonpositive if and only if Imr' is maximal H(8')-nonpositive, and the subspace Ker 7~ is maximal H( 8 )-nonnegative if and only if Ker 7r' is maximal H( 8')-nonnegative.
Theorem 2.1 implies that every self-adjoint rational matrix function admits a special minimal factorization.
To define stability of special minimal factorizations, we shall need a measure of distance between two nodes. The distance between the nodes f?,=(A,, B,,C,) and &=(A,, B,,C,) where Ai, Bi,Ci are matrices of sizes p X p, p X n, n X p, respectively, i = 1,2, is defined by llh -e,ll = IIA, -AAl+ IV-4 -Bell+ IIC, -C,ll.
Note that if W, and W, are rational matrix functions with nodes 8i and e,, respectively, then for every closed set Q c C U { OQ} which does not contain poles of W, and W,, the inequality holds, where the constant C depends only on 51,8,, 6, (cf. [4, p. 1541) .
Let W(A) be a self-adjoint rational matrix function with a minimal node 0. Let W(A) = W,(A)W,(h) be a special minimal factorization of W, where the rational matrix function W(X) (i = 1,2) has a minimal node fZi. This factorization will be called stable in the class of special factorizations (for short, s-stable) if, given E > 0, there exists a 6 > 0 with the following property: every self-adjoint rational matrix function W'(h) with a minimal node 8' such that ](I!? -@')I < 6, admits a special factorization W'(X)= W[(X)W,'(X), where the rational matrix function W'(A) (i = 1,2) has a minimal node 8; for which ]]e, -e;ll < &.
The conditions
for s-stability will be given in terms of pole and zero multiplicities of the rational matrix functions involved. Let us introduce these notions. As in the case of matrix polynomials (see Section S1.5 in [14]) a (not necessarily self-adjoint) rational matrix function U(h) admits the following representation (local Smith form) for every h, E C:
where E(h) and F(h) are rational matrix functions defined and invertible at ha, and P, G P, d . . . < p,, are integers uniquely determined by W(h) and ha. A point h, is a zero (a pole) of U(A) if and only if p, > 0 (pl < 0). Letting k be the largest index for which pk < 0, and 1 be the smallest index for which p, > 0, the integers -p,, . . . , -p, are the partial pole multiplicities, k is the geometric pole multiplicity, and -Cfzlpi is the algebraic pole multiplicity of U(h) at ha. Analogously, the quantities p,. . . , p,, n -I+ 1, and E;=,pi define the partial zero multiplicities, geometric zero multiplicity, and algebraic zero multiplicity of U(h) at A,, respectively. (ii) the geometric pole (zero) multiplicity of W at h, is 1 for every h, which is a common nonreal pole (zero) of W, and W,.
Proof. Let 7~ be the supporting projection for 0 corresponding to the special minimal factorization W = W,W,. Assume conditions (i) and (ii) Next, let 0' = (A', B', C') be a minimal node for the self-adjoint rational matrixfunctionW'(X)with ](0'-011 < 6, w h ere 6 > 0 is small. Let H' = H( 19'); then H' is close to H(0) according to ( where H = H(e). Since W = WiWa is s-stable, the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 8.9 in [4] shows the existence of w > 0 such that if 8' is a minimal node for a self-adjoint rational matrix function with 118 -811 < w, then there exists a supporting projection 7~' for 8' with the properties that )I rr'-~(1 < E, Kerr is maximal H(B')-nonnegative, and Imr is maximal H(0')-nonpositive. ; see also Proposition 6.4 in [27] . A comparison of Theorem 2.2 with Theorem 8.8 in [4] shows that in case W has no real poles and zeros, an s-stable special minimal factorization of W is stable in general (i.e. allowing also non-self-adjoint perturbations of W and nonspecial minimal factorizations of the perturbated function). More generally, every s-stable special minimal factorization of W is stable in general if for every real zero (pole) A, of W with geometric zero (pole) multiplicity larger than one, the algebraic zero (pole) multiplicity at h, coincides with the geometric multiplicity. Conversely, if there is a real zero or pole of W for which the algebraic multiplicity is larger than the geometric multiplicity, and the latter is larger than one, then every s-stable minimal factorization of W is not stable in general.
The number of s-stable special minimal factorizations of W is finite. In fact (cf. Section 7 in [26] ) an upper bound for this number is given by n~=lr(hi All results of this and preceding sections are also valid if we define a minimal factorization W = W,W, of a self-adjoint rational matrix function W to be special if Im 7r is maximal N(B)-nonnegative and Kerr is maximal
where 7 is the supporting projection of a minimal node t9 = (A, B, C) corresponding to the factorization W = WiW,.
Nonnegative Rational Matrix Functions
In this subsection we shall be interested in nonnegative rational matrix functions W(A), i.e. such that for all real A and all x E Cn we have 0 < ( W(X)x, x) < + cc. In particular, such a W is self-adjoint.
Let W(A) be a self-adjoint rational matrix function with minimal node 13 = (A, B, C) [as always, we assume W(h) = I]. Then A and AX = A -BC are H(B)-self-adjoint.
The nonnegativeness of W(h) can be expressed as follows in terms of the pairs (A, H(8)) and (AX, H(B)).
PROPOSITION 2.4. A self-adjoint rational matrix function W(h) is rwnnegative if and only if the partial multiplicities of A and Ax corresponding to real eigenvalues are all even and the sign characteristics of both pairs (A, N(B)) and (AX, H(B)) consist entirely of + 1's.
In other words, W(h) is nonnegative if and only if (A, ZZ(fl)) and (Ax, H(B)) belong to V6+.
Proof. The "only if" part is proved in [25] 
(X) is of the form W(h) = (L(A))*L( h). Hence W(X) is nonnegative.
n For a nonnegative rational matrix W(h) it is natural to consider minimal factorizations of the type W(h)= (wq)*W),
where L(A) is a rational matrix function. For convenience we shall write L,(X) instead of (L(x))*.
Note that in a minimal factorization W = KL of a nonnegative rational matrix function W the equality K = L * holds if and only if the subspaces Im n and Kerr are hypermaximal H(e)-neutral (cf. Theorem 4.1 in [25] ). Here 7r is the supporting projection of the minimal node 8 = (A, B, C) of W corresponding to W = KL. In particular, a minimal factorization (2.7) is special in the sense of Section 2.2 (this fact was already used in the proof of Proposition 2.4).
Let W(h) be nonnegative, with a minimal node 8, and suppose the factorization (2.7) is minimal, where L(h) has a minimal node 0,. The factorization W = L * L will be called stable under nonnegative perturbations, or nn-stable, if for each E > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that any nonnegative rational matrix function W' which has a minimal node 8' with 110 -8'11 < 6 admits a minimal factorization W'(X) = L$( A)L'( A), where the rational matrix function L'(h) has a minimal node 0; with 118; -0,/ < E.
The next theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a factorization W = L, L to be stable in this sense, in terms of poles and zeros of L. THEOREM 
2.5.
Let W(A) = L,(h)L( A) be a minimal factorization of the nonnegative rational matrix function W. This factorization is nn-stable if and only if for every nonreal pole (zero) A, of W(h) with geometric pole (zero) multiplicity larger than 1, exactly one of the two numbers A, and x, is a pole (a zero) of L(h).
For the proof of Theorem 2.5 we need the following lemma which is of independent interest. LEMMA 2.6. that every Gself-adjoint matrix E with 1) F -E II+ 11 H -G 11 -c 6 has all its real eigenvalues in the interior of K and for every h, E K exactly m/2 eigenvalues (counting multiplicities) of the hermitian matrix h,G -GE are > r~. We shall verify that this 6 satisfies the requirements of Lemma 2.6. Let 8 = (A, b, c) be a minimal node for a self-adjoint rational matrix function @ for which (2.8) holds and (A, H ( 6) Again, let W(h) be nonnegative with a minimal node 8.
Let (F, H) E %Te+. Then there exists
be a minimal factorization, where 0, is a minimal node for L. This factorization will be called Lipschitz nn-stable if there exist positive constants 6 and k such that every nonnegative rational matrix function W with a minimal node 8' such that 118 -@'II < 8 admits a minimal factorization W'= Li L, where L' has minimal node 8; with /ISi -& (I G kllO'-611 .
The approach employed in the proof of Theorem 2.5 (using Theorem 1.3 instead of Theorem 1.2) allows one to characterize Lipschitz nn-stability as follows.
THEOREM 2.9. Let W(X) be a nonnegative rational matrix function.
Then there exists a factorization W(h) = L*(h)L(A) which is Lipschitx nn-stable if and only if W has no real poles and zeros. In this case a factorization W(h) = L.(h)L(h)
is Lipschitn nn-stable if and only if L and L, have no common poles and no common zeros.
3.
3.1.
STABILITY OF FACTORIZATIONS OF SELF-ADJOINT MATRIX POLYNOMIALS
Special Factorizations and Their Stability
For the reader's convenience, we recall first the basic facts about divisibility of matrix polynomials.
Let L(X) = C:=ehjAi be a manic (i.e., with A, = Z) matrix polynomial, where Aj are n 2 n complex matrices. Let Q: " --* A), and the restriction CL] ,, is similar to the companion matrix for M,(X) (see [14, Corollary 3.181) . There is also a formula for the quotient
3)
+ Im P is some projection with A = Ker P, and
PY,PC,PY )...) PC;pk-'PY]
-l.
(Note that the linear transformation
The definitions of a zero of a rational matrix function and of its partial multiplicities at a given point, introduced in Section 2.2, apply to matrix polynomials as well. In the sequel the following facts will be widely used (see Chapter 1 and 3 in [14] ). The zeros of L are the eigenvalues of C,,, and the partial multiplicities of a zero of L coincide with its partial multiplicities as an eigenvalue of CL. If (3.1) is a factorization of L with the supporting subspace A, then the same connection exists between M, and the restriction Cr,,i,, as well as between M, and the compression PC,,),, where 0 is a direct complement to A in C"', and P is the projection on 0 along A. The factorization (3.1) wilI be called special if the corresponding supporting subspace is II,-nonpositive.
The following result (see Chapter 11 in [14] and [24] ) tells us, in particular, that a special factorization always exists. Theorem 3.2 remains true also if we had defined a factorization to be special in case the supporting subspace A is B,-nonnegative.
3.2.
Nonnegative Matrix Polynomials
Assume the self-adjoint matrix polynomial L(X) = X'Z, + Ci,',XjAj is nonnegative, i.e. (L(A) x, x) > 0 for all x E C n and X E [w. Recall (see [14, Chapter 121 and [13] ) that in this case the degree 1 is even, the partial multiplicities of L(h) at real points of its spectrum are all even, and the sign characteristic of (C,, BL) consists only of + 1's. In other words, the pair The next theorem gives a sufficient condition for the factorization (3.4) to be nn-stable. Proof. As (CL, BL) E Ve+ and CL has no nonreal eigenvalues, there exists a unique CL-invariant hypermaximal B,-neutral subspace (see [23] , also Theorem 2.2 in [27] ). So there is a unique manic matrix polynomial M(h) for which (3.4) holds. The nn-stability of this factorization follows immediately from Theorem 3.3.
n As shown in [30] , under the condition of Corollary 3.4, the coefficients of the unique M(A) for which (3.4) holds depend analytically on a real parameter t, provided the coefficients of L(h) depend analytically on t.
The nn-stable factorizations described in The next theorem gives a sufficient condition for the factorization (3.5) to be stable in this sense. We need the following notion of sign characteristic. For an n X n matrix polynomial N(x) with hermitian coefficients [so that N(h)* = N(X) for all real X] and det N(X) % 0, there exist analytic proper values p,(X), . . . , p,,(h), i.e., values for which (1.1) is satisfied with AH -HA replaced by N(h). Now we introduce the sign characteristic of N(h) as indicated by Proposition 1.1. Namely, for a zero hi of det N(h) write pj(h)=(h -hi)"'l~vij(h), h w ere vij(Xi)#O is real; then the sign of v,~(X,) (for mij # 0) is, by definition, the sign in the sign characteristic of N(h) attached to its partial multiplicity mi j f 0 at hi. This sign characteristic coincides, in case the leading coefficient of N(X) is invertible, with the sign characteristic of the pair (C,, BLy) (see [6] , also Chapter 12 in [14] ).
For convenience, we shall assume in the following theorem that L(0) is invertible. The general case can be easily reduced to this by consideration of e(h) = L(h + o) for a suitable real number a. Consider the polynomials A(x) = hkM( X -') and t(h) = AzkL( X-l). Then k is manic, L has invertible leading coefficient, and
as one sees from (3.5). The factorization (3.5) is c.s.-stable with degrees (Z/c, k) provided the factorization (3.5) is c.s.-stable with degrees (I, k). Hence it suffices to show that under the conditions of the theorem the factorization (3.6) is c.s.-stable with degrees (2k, k).
As follows from Theorem 6.13 in [12] (see also Lemma 6 in [18]), for a self-adjoint matrix polynomial N(h) with constant signature, invertible leading coefficient, and even degree 2k, the pair (C,V, B,v,) belongs to %',I,, i.e., there exists a C,,,-invariant hypermaximal B,,-neutral subspace, and factoriza-tions N(A) = Q *( x)EQ( X) with manic matrix polynomial Q(A) of degree k are characterized by the property that their supporting subspace is hypermaximal B,-neutral. From the conditions of Theorem 3.5 and the remark following the statement of this theorem, we obtain in view of Theorem 2.1 that the CIA-invariant hypermaximal Bi,-neutral subspace which is supporting for the factorization (3.5) is (w,,, X,,,)-stable. So the (%,>, X,,)-stability of this subspace implies the c.s.-stability of the factorization (3.6) in view of (3.2) (3.3).
n It was shown in [ 181 that a matrix polynomial L(h) with constant signature admits a factorization of the type (3.5) with the eigenvalues of A4 lying in the closed upper half plane. Theorem 3.5 implies that the factorization (3.5) with such M(X) is c-s.-stable provided L(A) satisfies the requirements of Theorem 3.5.
STABILITY OF SOLUTIONS OF THE SYMMETRIC ALGEBRAIC RICCATI EQUATION
Preliminaries
Consider the algebraic Riccati equation 1) where A,, Da, C, are n X n complex matrices, the matrix Da is nonnegative definite, C, = C,*, and the pair (A,, Da) is controllable, i.e., rank[ Da, AeD,, . . . , A:-'D,] = n.
We recall some known facts about the equation (4.1). Put
Note that H = H*, and HA = A*H. Without loss of generality we can and will assume that H is invertible and sig H = 0 (otherwise replace A, by A, + ail, where a E [w is large enough). So A is H-self-adjoint. The pair (A, H) will be called associated with the equation (4.1).
The following result concerning existence and description of hermitian solution of (4.1) was established in [23] (see also [9] ). The following description of hermitian solutions of (4.1) is sometimes more convenient (see also [31] , [32] Proof. The first part of Theorem 4.2 (which is proved in [32, 311) follows also from Theorem 2.2 in [27] taking into account that (A, H) E %$ +. Note the following inequality (see [4, Lemma 7.21 ): (4.5) for any two n x n matrices Y, and YZ, where the positive constant C is independent of Yi and Y, (but depends on n). Using the inequality (4.5), the continuity of the map X + N follows. Finally, again using (4.5) the continuity of the map N + X is obtained from Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 2.7 in [27] .
n Of special interest are extremal hermitian solutions of (4.1). A hermitian solution X of (4.1) is called minimal (muximal) if for every hermitian solution Y of (4.1) the difference X -Y is nonpositive definite (nonnegative definite). The minimal and maximal hermitian solutions are obviously unique; their existence is ensured if the equation (4.1) has a hermitian solution at all (see [8] ). Characterizations of extremal hermitian solutions are available (see [31, 23] ). 
4.2.
Stability of Hermitian Solutions
In this section we shall describe the hermitian solutions of (4.1) which are stable under small perturbations of (A,, D,, C,) such that the perturbed triple is in the same class. To this end it is convenient to introduce the following notation. Denote by 9" the set of all triples (A,, D,, CO) with the following properties: 
